Facial region detection robust to changing backgrounds
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Abstract

Background/Objectives: These days, many studies have actively been conducted on intelligent robots capable of providing human friendly service. To make natural interaction between humans and robots, it is required to develop the mobile robot-based technology of detecting human facial regions robustly in dynamically changing real backgrounds.

Methods/Statistical analysis: This paper proposes a method for detecting facial regions adaptively through the mobile robot-based monitoring of backgrounds in a dynamic real environment. In the proposed method, a camera takes a distance and a color change in object background are monitored, and thereby the skin color extraction algorithm most suitable for the measured distance and color is applied. In the face detection step, if the searched range is valid, the most suitable skin color detection method is selected so as to detect facial regions.

Findings: To sum up the experimental results, algorithms have a difference in performance depending on a distance and a background color. Overall, the algorithms using neural network showed stable results. The algorithm using Kismet had a good perception rate for the ground truth part of an original image, and a skin color detection rate was greatly influenced by pink and yellow background colors similar to a skin tone, and consequently an incorrect perception rate of background was considerably high. With regard to each algorithm performance depending on a distance, the closer a distance with an object was to 320 cm, the more an incorrect perception rate of a background sharply increased. To analyze the performance of each skin color detection algorithm applied to face detection, we examined how much a skin color of an original image was detected by each algorithm. For a skin color detection rate, after the ground truth for the skin of an original image, the number of pixels of the skin color detected by each algorithm was calculated. In this case, the ground truth means a range of the skin color of an original image to detect.

Improvements/Applications: We expect that the proposed approach of detecting facial regions in a dynamic real environment will be used in a variety of application areas related to computer vision and image processing.
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1. Introduction

These days, many studies have actively been conducted on intelligent robots capable of providing human friendly service in various areas, such as home service robot, intelligent vehicle, and security system [1-6]. To make natural and friendly interaction between humans and robots, it is required to develop the technology of detecting human facial regions accurately. Particularly, in dynamically changing real surroundings, it is very important for a mobile robot to detect human facial regions robustly [7-11]. Most of conventional facial region detection methods made use of already-known or learned skin color model information to find skin color regions from a captured image and judge if the extracted region is involved in face [12-15]. It is based on the premise that a human skin has a certain range of consistent colors differentiated from many other objects. Such a method is to find an already-known human skin color from a full image. It is simple but has many difficulties. In other words, a human skin is different depending on individuals and races. Among skin regions, the face used most appears externally so that a skin color can be different depending on special makeup or coloring makeup. Also, an image can have different colors depending on the characteristics or lighting conditions of an optical device photographing an object. To overcome the different colors in artificial or natural environmental changes, new methods tried to be found variously. In a mobile robot environment, face detection should be robust not only in a static circumstance, but in a dynamic one. For instance, if a robot comes close to or moves away from a person, or follows a person moving in a random direction, the surroundings of the person continue to change. Therefore, such a condition can negatively influence the performance of a system that detects a human face with the use of a skin color. In short, the face detection methods should have good performance in dynamic environmental situations, such as a variable distance between a robot and a human and a dynamic color change in surroundings. Unfortunately, conventional face detection methods mainly focus on static circumstances. There is not much research on dynamically changing circumstances. Therefore, this study proposes a method for detecting facial regions adaptively and robustly in a dynamically changing real environment through the mobile robot-based monitoring of surroundings.

The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces a method of monitoring dynamically changing surroundings. Section 3 describes a method of detecting facial regions. Section 4 shows the experimental results of this study. Section 5 explains the conclusion of this study and its future research direction.
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2. Background monitoring

Figure 1 illustrates the overview of the proposed face detection algorithm.

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed system has two steps: circumstance monitoring step and face detection step. In the circumstance monitoring step, a distance between a robot and an object and color information around the object are extracted, and then a relevant range is searched for in correlation table. In the face detection step, if the searched range is valid, the most suitable skin color detection method is selected so as to detect facial regions.

In the proposed method, dynamic surroundings are monitored. Generally, an intelligent robot is capable of moving in a random direction from its current position. Therefore, surroundings of the object, for example a distance between the robot and the object and the background of the object, continue to change. Accordingly, the result of monitoring dynamic surroundings is applied to the face detection step.

In order to measure a robot-object distance, point cloud data, which is 3D depth information entered from a bumblebee stereo camera, is used. In the proposed method, a point cloud sample is extracted from the block with a certain size in the center of the input image, as shown in Figure 2. It is based on the assumption that an object is generally located in the center of an image.

\[
B_{\text{mean}} = \frac{\sum \sum PC(i,j)}{m \times m} \quad (1)
\]

As shown in the Formula (1), the mean of the values is calculated to be used as distance information. In the Formula (1), m means the length and width values of a block located at the center, and PC (i,j) is point cloud information extracted from the block (i,j). Additionally, a robot-object distance can be calculated with the laser scanner installed in a robot, aside from point cloud.

For the background color around an object, four sample blocks are extracted from the areas around the center of the image as shown in Figure 2, and then the mean of the extracted samples is calculated to be used as a background color. Generally, an object is located at the center of an image. Therefore, background samples are extracted from the up and down and left and right areas of the space except for the center.

3. Adaptive face detection

After a distance and a background color are extracted, a skin region is segmented with the use of the skin detection algorithm to be applied to face detection in the correlation table. The skin detection algorithm used in the proposed method are the face detection method of the emotional robot Kismet developed by MIT, the color clustering-based method running in the ‘15-second frame’ product installed in the museum wall [21], the neural network-based method in HSV color space, the neural network-based method in YUV color space, and the lookup table-based method in YUV color space. The five methods are described as \( A_{\text{Kismet}}, A_{\text{clust}}, A_{\text{NNHSV}}, A_{\text{NNYUV}}, \) and \( A_{\text{LUTYUV}} \), respectively.

The color mean of the extracted sample blocks can be calculated as written in the Formula (2), where means the length and width values of a block; k is an index of representing four blocks; \( H_k(i,j) \) is the hue value of the pixels located at (i,j) of the kth block. In the proposed method, the hue value is used as \( H \), the color factor of HSV color space.

\[
B_{\text{mean}} = \frac{\sum \sum H_k(i,j)}{4 \times n \times n} \quad (2)
\]

After a robot-object distance and a background color are measured, the measured distance is set to one of the four sections between 60cm and 320cm, and the measured color is set to one of five colors (black, orange, pink, yellow, and white) in the distance and color correlation table shown in Table 1. In other words, a combination of the measured distance and color is set to one of 20 split sections \( M_{pq} \). In the next face detection step, a correlation value is used as the basic data to select the most skin color detection algorithm for a robot-object distance and a background color. In the proposed method, a distance between a camera and an object was limited to 60cm-320cm in consideration of the performance of the applied stereo camera, and the mentioned five were used as a background color, for it was hard to take into account all colors actually. How the skin color detection algorithm allocates a value to each item in the correlation table of distance and color is described in detail in Section 4. In the proposed method, there are 20 items correlation table of distance and color. The items are planned to be expanded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Correlation Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120-179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180-239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240-320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Overall Flow of the Proposed Approach.

Fig. 2: Extraction of Samples.
Among them, $A_{\text{Kismet}}$ and $A_{\text{clust}}$ were developed as applications, and are used in widely popular systems. $\text{ANNHSV}$ and $\text{ANNYUV}$ algorithms were developed to segment a skin color with the use of MLP (multi-layer perceptron neural network) method which is highly accurate in YUV and HSV color spaces. The two methods make use of color clustering and create a color model with the use of three-layer MLP. $\text{LutYUV}$ was also developed for efficient color clustering with the use of lookup table in the YUV color space. Color spaces used for face detection and their relevant algorithms are described in detail in the related literature [22-26].

If a distance from an object and background color information in a dynamically changing real environment are able to be extracted, it is possible to select the skin color detection algorithm suitable for the current surroundings and consequently to perform adaptive facial region detection. The proposed method makes use of the skin color detection algorithm in the relevant item $M_{\text{bg}}$ of the correlation table of distance and color so as to separate an image into pixels with skin color and with non-skin color. Labeling [27-30] is applied to the pixels judged to be skin color, in order to segment in skin regions and examine if the segmented skin region is involved in face. To do that, the proposed method makes use of EyeMap proposed by Hsu and judges a skin region as face if the region has eyes [12].

$$\text{EyeMap} = (\text{EyeMapC}) \land (\text{EyeMapL})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\text{EyeMapC} = \frac{C_y + (255 - C_y) + (C_x / C_y)}{3}.$$  

$$\text{EyeMapL} = Y(x, y) \times g_x(x, y) + 1.$$  

In the Formula (3), EyeMapC is the map created for colors, and EyeMapL is the map created for brightness values. The proposed method focuses on selecting the skin color algorithm suitable for dynamically changing surroundings and detecting face adaptively. Therefore, for more details of EyeMap, see references.

4. W6ZB Experimental results

A mobile robot has the stereo Bumblebee camera of Point Gray installed. For the use of the camera, various circumstances were set up and photographed in experiment. The experimental environment has general light and indoor light with 350lux of illumination intensity, and a distance between the camera and a person changes in the limit of 60cm to 320cm. In addition, the background colors of the person change to one of five colors: black, orange, pink, yellow, and white.

We have experimented face detection from the images photographed with the changes in a camera-person distance and a background color. The first experiment is in the condition where a distance between the camera and a person is 60cm and a background color is black. The second experiment is in the condition where the distance is 70cm and the color is orange. The third experiment is with 80cm in distance and pink in color. The fourth experiment is with 160cm in distance and yellow in color. The last experiment is with 180cm in distance and white in color.

To sum up the experimental results, algorithms have a difference in performance depending on a distance and a background color. Overall, $\text{ANNHSV}$ and $\text{ANNYUV}$ algorithms using neural network, and $\text{AnnYUV}$ algorithm showed stable results. $A_{\text{Kismet}}$ algorithm had a good perception rate for the ground truth part of an original image, and a skin color detection rate was greatly influenced by pink and yellow background colors similar to a skin tone, and consequently an incorrect perception rate of background was considerably high. In addition, $A_{\text{ANNHSV}}$ algorithm was influenced a lot by a background. Just as $A_{\text{Kismet}}$ algorithm, this algorithm perceived a background in pink, yellow, and orange as a skin, and therefore its incorrect perception rate was high. With regard to each algorithm performance depending on a distance, the closer a distance with an object was to 320cm, the more an incorrect perception rate of a background sharply increased.

In order to analyze the performance of skin color detection algorithm applied to face detection, we examined how much a skin color of an original image was detected by each algorithm. For a skin color detection rate, after the ground truth for the skin of an original image, the number of pixels of the skin color detected by each algorithm was calculated. In this case, the ground truth means a range of the skin color of an original image to detect. With Photoshop, data were obtained manually. The skin color detection rate $R$ of each algorithm is calculated as written in the Formula (4).

$$R = \frac{\text{number of detected pixels}}{\text{number of ground truth pixels}} \times 100$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

For example, Figure 3 illustrates the skin color detection rate graphs of five algorithms in the condition where a distance with an object is 130cm and a background color is black.

According to the experiment, the most excellent skin color detection algorithms depending on a camera-person distance and a background color of a person are summarized in Table 2.

Table 3 shows the skin color detection algorithms selected by the proposed circumstance monitoring-based face detection method depending on a camera-person distance and a background color.

When the results of Table 2 are considered to be the ground truth data for the skin color detection algorithm selection depending on a circumstance, the results of Table 3 are found to be satisfactory, though there are some errors.

5. Conclusion

This study proposed the method of detecting facial regions robustly and adaptively in dynamically changing real surroundings through the intelligent mobile robot-based monitoring of surroundings. In the circumstance monitoring step of the proposed method, a distance between a robot and an object, and information on surrounding colors are extracted, and then a relevant range is searched for in a correlation table. In the face detection step of the method, if the searched range is valid, the most suitable skin color
detection method is selected to segment skin regions and thereby, a human facial region is detected robustly. It will be planned to evaluate the performance of the proposed facial region detection system in comparison with the use of the images photographed in various circumstances. In order to create a more reliable integrated scale automatically on the basis of the monitoring information on surroundings, it will additionally be planned to apply artificial intelligence inference engines like fuzzy [31–34].
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